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How an HSM can help - What is an HSM and Why is it Important?

▌ Keys secured in physical tamper resistant 
hardware

▌ Private keys cannot be extracted

▌ Certified Cryptography Mechanisms 
performed in a secure environment

▌ Keys generated with high quality hardware 

entropy

▌ Independent certification such as FIPS 140-
2 / FIPS 140-3 and Common Criteria EAL4+

▌ Crypto agility, continuous updates to 
mitigate new risks (Quantum Threat)





A new threat in the IT galaxy

▌Quantum computing puts cryptographic algorithms 

at risk.

➢especially public-key cryptography



CRYPTOGRAPHIC 

ALGORITHM TARGETED
TYPE PURPOSE

IMPACT FROM
LARGE SCALE QC

AES Symmetric key Encryption
Longer keys 

needed

SHA-2, SHA-3 ---------- Hash functions
Larger output 

needed

CRYPTOGRAPHIC 

ALGORITHM TARGETED
TYPE PURPOSE

IMPACT FROM
LARGE SCALE QC

RSA

Public key

Signatures,

Key establishment

No 

longer 
secure

Digital Signature 

Algorithm
Signatures,

Key exchange

ECDSA
(Elliptic Curve DSA)

Peter

SHOR

Lov

GROVER



OVERALL ECOSYSTEM



D date still UNCERTAIN

LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATED BY THE EXPERT (may be interpreted as risk)

The experts indicated their estimate for the likelihood of 

a quantum computer that is cryptographically relevant -

in the specific sense of being able to break RSA-2048 

quickly - for various time frames, from a short term of 5 

years all the way to 30 years.



amount of time that data must 
remain secure X the time it takes to upgrade cryptographic systems Y

when quantum computers come online 
Z

5 years to migrate 

to PQC

Encryption Data need to be 

protected 15 years

15 years to launch a capable quantum 

computer

Data are at 

risk !!!

“The experts’ likelihood estimates for when a cryptographically 
relevant quantum computer will appear suggest that some companies 

might already be facing an intolerable risk requiring urgent action.” Dr. M. Mosca.

“The experts’ likelihood estimates for when a cryptographically 
relevant quantum computer will appear suggest that some companies 

might already be facing an intolerable risk requiring urgent action.” Dr. M. Mosca.



VPN Session

Key Establishment Ciphertext
Quantum attack using 

Shor’s algorithm Obtain private key
Decrypt using 

extracted key Plaintext

Handshake Data Exchange



amount of time the device must 
remain secure X the time it takes to upgrade the device with PQC Y

when quantum computers come online 
Z

5 years to migrate 

to PQC

Device needs to be protected 15 

years on the field

15 years to launch a capable quantum 

computer

Devices are 

at risk !!!



What’s at risk?

Durable connected devices 

(IoT) with long in-field lives 

What’s the attack?

Forged software updates by 

quantum-enabled adversaries 

PKIPKICode SigningCode Signing TLSTLS



Creating a quantum-safe duplicate 
infrastructure is time-consuming 
and cost prohibitive.



NSA: 

• SW/Firmware-signing: begin transition 

immediately

• Web browsers/servers/cloud services: support 

and prefer CNSA 2.0 by 2025

• Traditional networking equipment (virtual private 

networks, routers): support and prefer CNSA 2.0 

by 2026

ANSSI: recommends introducing post-quantum 

defense-in-depth as soon as possible for security 

products aimed at offering a long-lasting protection 

of information

BSI: it’s no longer a question of 'if' or 'when' there 

will be quantum computers, PQC will become the 

standard in the long term





Standards

Post Quantum 
Crypto Agility

Quantum 
Resistant 

Algorithms

Quantum Key 
Distribution

Quantum 
Random 
Number 

Generation



202420232022202120202019201820172016

Announcement 

of Call for 

Submissions

Formal call for 

PQC algorithm 

proposals

Deadline 

for 

submission

Round 1: 

69 algorithms 

qualified

Round 2: 

26 algorithms 

announced

Round 3: 

15 algorithms 

announced 

NSA 

CNSA 2.0

SP800 208

HSS – XMSS

Stateful PQC

OQS 0.1.0 First 3 
stateless pqc

standards 
expected in 
June 2024

OQS 0.9.1

PQ Code 

Package

NCCOE

PQC





cpl.thalesgroup.com

Thank you
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